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(technical difficulty)

All right. Thanks, everybody will get started again with Ingersoll Rand. Joining me on stage is Chairman and CEO, Michael Lamach; Chief Financial Officer, Sue Carter.
Folks, thanks for joining us, it's always a pleasure.

Michael W. Lamach, Ingersoll-Rand Plc - Chairman & CEO

Thank you, Josh.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Analyst: Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski, Morgan Stanley, Research Division - Equity Analyst

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: Mike, anything you want to kind of open this up with in terms of what you're seeing out there in the world? Obviously, a lot
of changes going on with the portfolio with the separation of ClimateCo. So I guess just leave off there and we'll take it forward.

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: Sounds good. The (inaudible) 2, 3 minutes I'll take a few comments. First, great conference, thanks for having us back again and we
look forward to those every time we're out here. A lot going on. So I think probably the best place to start is a long-term big picture strategy what's happening across the
company and how do we see it. The thing that we're most excited about is how sustainability is really dovetailing into where the company is going, and clearly, it's a
100% of what the climate story is around Climate business, is also very relevant through industrial businesses. And it's this nexus of sort of where we're seeing
regulation and concern about CO2 emissions, energy intensity impacting something that is such a core part of what we do. So most people have heard me say, people
all of that biggest cause of CO2 emissions is refrigeration system, they about 15% of all CO2 emissions comes from refrigeration. That's not powering the systems,
that's just that the source of HVAC both system. That close to 25% over the next 10, 12 years at 25 some of the mix. And that's with all the relations that have been
thought through and everything being implemented that we thought. So if you think about reducing CO2 emissions, you have to have HVAC refrigeration. And we
believe we got the strategy, the technology to be able to really capture that. I've been in this business for 35 years, first 25 I though it was really a good business. I think
it's really a great business at this point in time. It's really because all over the world we're seeing so much involvement around making sure that we're tackling some of
the bigger challenges. It's a great for shareholders too. You have think about business that's got those kinds of secular tailwind, good for us will be growing at some
multiple of GDP, and we think that, that's what's going to happening from the, let's say, 5 years or so. But like anything else, strategy is going to be execution and we've
been focused over long haul around executing well inside the company, feel back over a long period of time, 10 years, we will always targeted top quartile metrics
whether it's to shareholders, to a customers, to our employees, and from a shareholders perspective, we've probably been able to do that over the last 5 years is an
exemplary firm the company about 5% compound that (inaudible) about 14%. We're on track to do about the same this year. And while I look at the potential going
forward, is more focused into the kind of the company, we're very excited about that. And most excited about the opportunity we're creating with out Industrial
businesses in emerging (inaudible) Denver. And I think it could be a really great combination going forward for shareholders. It's a lot to be excited about across the
company.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: Well, I think that sustainability (inaudible) is something that you've been talking about for several years now and I think in
some of it is unfortunately falling on (inaudible) where you still get the question, Mike, how do you feel about non-res and you're worried about the downturn. And I think
there been had stakes in those markets for, I don't know, past 4 years we've seen to celebrate that the (inaudible) with a non-res bubble bursting concern. On the
sustainability front, I think you've talked about kind of half of the Climate business or half of the commercial part being really focused on kind of part services, energy
upgrades. How is that evolved over the last 10 years? Because when I used to think about the -- when this business was formed back when the original train deal was
struck with Ingersoll Rand, partial supply grew kind with this GDP type level, it's break-risk business. Then everything you're talking about sustainability is that -- we've
moved past brake fixed. What is changed? How does that (inaudible) will look like as we evolved? Just kind of walk us through how that dynamic unfold?

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: Yes, I'd say, for the first part of your comment, so what's interesting now as people asking are, I guess, how are you growing the
markets (inaudible) share, wise merchant going up and, now we're looking not past the results to understand the impact of sustainability, and it's really created a very
strong purpose emission in the company and we've been able to align all the engineering and technical resources towards those challenges. And the breakthrough for
us really came around the 2016 timeframe after many years of really R&D and development, where we could offer into the commercial market, next generation
refrigerant, let's take 99.9% of the CO2 emission out and do that at a lower level of energy intensity than the competitive systems. So it's a combination of the two
things that was really a breakout for us. And we saw in Europe, first, we're seeing in a China, of course, we're seeing in parts of the U.S., like California, where
regulations and in the intentions of governments as an example would really begin to regulate (inaudible) these types of initiatives. That's what's happening because
end of year, there's double-digit compound growth rate certainly has not been indicative of the European over the last 5 years, but we're pleased with that. Because
these systems are becoming more complex, because the equipment that control the system, the integration are much more sophisticated than ubiquitous, they kind of
fit together. Service relates become a natural part of that. So it would be rare for us to solve a complex system into an institutional or large customer and not support
that with some sort of service or maybe even some sort of performance guarantee, it could be around energy, it could be around emissions, it could be around
downtime and recovery, resiliency, all those things have made the service business grow geometrically. What's interesting the mix hasn't -- the mix went through say
30% last downturn to up 45% now. So that's a great makes mix, but that's on the backdrop of this great equipment systems growth we've had. So we've grown the
services business high single digits for the past 10 years. There's a lot of room to run in that going forward. And as a you know, services is a very profitable component
of equation. So sustainability of when you put something into a building as an example, you put a system in and it's not maintained, it doesn't take long for that building
to drip away from its model, say, 20%, 30% very quickly, more energy consumption would be an example of that. A lot of the services that we're providing now, I'd say,
we're so sure about the moral, we're so sure about the performance. And we have a diagnostics to be able to track those so closely entirely that will guarantee you that
outcome. And so that part of our business has grown at about 80% compound growth rate over 5 years. That combination. I guess, we're to something that's really big.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: So I guess the take away message from that is that you have roughly half of the business give or take that has a
sustainable high single-digit growth rate, and we've now pushed all the cyclicality down into an ever shrinking small part of the business on new equipment, which today
is good, might not be good forever, but absent of global financial crisis shouldn't be mapped the drivers of volatility?

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: Yes. What's happening to the number of degree, they're going up will sort of the urbanization impact of $3 billion, more people moving
urban centers, $1 billion more residential (inaudible) but think about the infrastructure build around where people have to live with in terms of these sorts of systems,
people cannot live without that, and you look at France this past summer and look to anchorage (inaudible) 90 degrees for the first time recorded history a few weeks
ago, I mean these things are really happening. And so this is driving demand, it's driving the CO2 emissions problem, it's driving more energy intensity. And so if you
can solve all of those problems, which is what we wanted to do, this is why I think we can go to multiple GDP. And so for an Investors it's like I think you want to be
exposed to the space, we just want to be the operator you choose to take when you're in the space. So that's why we're focused on the operating system and delivering
great incremental margins over the long haul.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: So I guess thanks for the question because a lot of folks you participate in the smart building space and the traditional
industrial response, the IoT has been through a sensor on it and hope for the best. And you guys have had enough commercial success to say, what we're doing from
working. But the other competitive elements out there that are taking share that shouldn't or is there still customer confusion because 50 different guys are calling on
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them. How do you see that competitive landscape evolving? Where do you think your different than folks you perhaps don't make the equipment, but still offer
solutions.

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: Yes. One of the things as we've had an absolutely consistent model for the 10 years, so other it's (inaudible) commercial or (inaudible)
or residential business. We've had very distinct and very stable models. In the commercial model is one where we believe that we've got to be the most energy-efficient
in a system that we put together. So the equipment and the controls are now ubiquitous. We can so much more instrument out systems when you begin to build the
sensors into the equipment and the equipment around the sensors use embedded software that really now comes with everything we do public certain size sort of
systems. But the time you get to the field for installation and now we're taking other building systems and through open protocols and through wireless connectivity,
taken the labor cost out because availability of labor is shorter and shorter for commercial customers trying to build buildings and (inaudible) so that's the big advantage
to them. And then we have this sort of those commercial businesses ourselves. I mean we've been very clear about those. It's more profitable. It's a reason to be with
the customer over the long haul and be presence monthly with that customer if not more, whether it's going through energy budget or servicing equipment or consulting
in general. And then we have to find ways to monetize all the information and data we have. And so those about 20 distinct offerings that we have and how we
monetize our digital data across these service and equipment offering. And those 3 things together form the system of how we think about what works and we don't
intend to change that. And then we have different competitors that might have pieces of that, but maybe don't have all of that. So history sticking with what works and
until it doesn't works.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: I guess on the labor side, your competitors out there, who have a bit more of a hands-on approach, and it's hard to all
around block New York City without seeing some bands from competitors. Given that labors tight and I think the service you're talking about is not something that any
technician can do is probably specialized skill set. How do you weigh the -- wanting to have more feet on the street, but you're not wanting to have idle time and the
poor operating leverage of a chicken in every part and train van on every corner.

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: Yes. One of the reasons -- one of the things you need to do. First of all, with now technicians and so that's why the culture of the
company, employee engagement (inaudible) such is a big driver for us. So the fact that we can retain over a decade, 95-plus percent annually of our people in the
company, the huge driver of not having the backfill toward the benchmark, which is like 88% to 90% or 10%, 12% dropout, that's a huge advantage. The second part of
that, if you want to break sort of the direct labor curve by putting more ability to be able to control, diagnose and change buildings or transport refrigeration performance
remotely, right? Or without having to deploy human beings to do that. So running AI bots across systems that look for issues and problems, will be an example of where
we do that. So we're deploying technicians and account managers towards the problem are. And that something what we're actually doing today and I don't know what
our competitors that will be doing that.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: And when I think about the area of opportunity, and I don't know if you've given a lot of detail on it yet, the services side
seems like it's been the energy upgrade, you might there gear toward the install base, which is still sizable and probably untouched. Do you have a sense of what that
penetration looks like today? Should all of those be upgraded or these some cases where between the cost of the upgrade or the balance sheet of the building owner
that you can't get to 100% penetration.

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: You have to remember that Trane brand is so old and big, if the installed base is enormous. And installed-base on the 30-year asset --
commercial asset would have been sort of pre some of the technology that we're seeing in controls of diagnosing and the ability to communicate. So what's relevant to
today is pretty much everything going out today above a certain sort of system classification or if owners got a particular energy in HVC can be 40% to 50% of budget
of utilities in the building, you get the attention of that building owner immediately about how to kind of control that some model or to some formula. So it would be very
normal today, where you'd expect linkage to happen on the equipment of software systems. Whereas, again, when I started 35 years ago, it could be 10%, 12%
penetration rate. Today, you're looking 80% plus penetration rate and that's a pretty much in every market. The difference would be just sort of the installed base trying
to go back and making sure that you're retrofitting and conditioning new systems into those building owners. Most often there big commercial system for 30 years, if the
technology have advanced for the point where you can cause a payback, economic payback and so we're very active around creating that demand out of the
marketplace.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: And I would imagine performance contracting place are role in that and when people -- at least when I think about
performance contracting, there's external product that you guys don't make and it's more of a pass-through, so may be the incremental margins are lower. When you
think about the totality of kind of the energy upgrade opportunity, is that Richard margin mix than heard average today. Is it in line, but it's faster growth?

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: Yes. I mean the detail around, the question around margin, the contribution margin can be higher through that you're costing more into
the project itself, and you've got to be really good a project execution and the ability to manage the service arrangement or the guarantee with the customer. Often you
find that the track record we have, the performance we have, customers may not have to pay for the guarantee because we're so sure we can deliver it anyway. So
performance contract is particularly for as an resiliency factor in the down market, where customers, their hospital or school have to replace the equipment, don't have
the capital to do it, maybe it's property tax or state funding or something that's not coming in, they need to do something. Here's an elegant way to get the capital pay
for itself through the efficiency. So it's one of those markets like services that in the downturn as people think about beating to preserve the assets they have and make
them work, the tendency those things to grow to be even higher. We've actually had a good rundown last few years around performance contract in general just on
some larger opportunities because the technologies have made it, so that you can you cause paybacks to be attractive to customers.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: Now in the scope of there are other elements beside HVAC that play a role in that. And some folks own more of that
portfolio, some own none at all and not even the equipment. Where do you shake out in terms of the ideal mix? Obviously, post the transaction, the balance sheet will
be in good shape and you guys generate a lot of cash. So maybe a broader question around capital allocation. But may be to start off, is the portfolio mix makes sense
and then we can take it from there?

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: Sure. Yes, I'll do first part and I'll turn it over to Sue. But absolutely, we integrate systems that are broader than HVAC today. We do it
through open system and open protocols. We don't need to own anything. And if you go back (inaudible) Ingersoll Rand, we had a lot of those security assets in the
company. I Rand after 5 years, that was a (inaudible) doing well if you own it we as a stand-alone company because it's just different contract and channels, different --
the different specifications and typically if you tried to bundle that customer and what's the discount to do that, that suppose to what the value have created in the
combination. So we did integration that make sense for customers, particularly as it relates to Energy. What we can do HVAC enlighting, we're probably doing 60% to
80% of the energy demand of the particular building, the other 20-or-so percent being the plug loads of (inaudible) coffee makers to (inaudible) to make up the rest of it.
So we're really tackling the line sure what you can actually got. So the portfolio gives us access to what we can do from integration perspective. Excellent, the
equipment efficiencies will controls, being managed through good serviceability and then using those diagnostics to have a range of offering to customers to monetize
that is a pretty good model for us today. I don't see that adapting in the short of midterm and, of course, if it would adapt, we'd adapt too in the long term.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: Then capital, sir?

Answer – Susan K. Carter: Yes. So in capital allocation, Mike has spent some time what makes us really good from a sustainability and a strategy perspective, but the
other side of that is, that sustainability and strategy actually drive great cash flow. And in our business today both of our segment actually generate very good cash flow
and they're very balanced at 100% or greater of their operating cash flow. What that enables us to do and what's an important investment thesis going forward for
ClimateCo is that when we think about that cash that we generate in the capital allocation, we start with the premise that says, we're going to allocate our excess
capital over time. So we're not going to part things on the balance sheet. But then when you break that down further, how are you going to allocate that capital? Our
first priority is to always invest in the business, our second priority being maintaining a stable and growing dividend that grows with the rate of earnings in this case after
2020, we'll hold it through 2020 and then start growing again M&A as well as share buyback again to round out that access cash in the allocation of that. But the piece
that I want to make sure that everyone really, really understands is that what makes us great today, what makes that sustainability story great, actually continues
tomorrow because we're going to continue to generate good cash flow, and we're going to deploy that cash flow and we're going to make sure that we're still investing
in the business and doing all of the things that have started this really good a trend that we have going. So it's a really important part of the capital or the investment
thesis over time. We have a lot of optionality on the balance sheet. We have good cash flow. So there's nothing to stop the trend that we've developed and and the
competitive advantage that we developed through deploying cash.

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: Yes. Cash flow, I see it's one of those metrics that we think drive one with the EPS growth, TSR, which has been top quartile, but often
the top of the multiyear periods with the performance of last 10 years. But the cash flow I see is something that last 5 years is probably 25-plus percent top quartile. I
know a lot of -- show a screen but the quality of cash coming the quality of cash flow, the hundreds of thousands of accounts and customers that we have for service
revenues, which are direct to customers, those are all sort of helpful while maintaining 100% plus cash flow net income.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: So a couple of markets I think our topical provokes, I want to make sure we touch on more on. I know you're not spoken
on many times, it's the China market, where I think you talked about a 10 X [time] in China versus the U.S., and the numbers get to be so large, I don't know if the
precision is even necessary. But how is progress on (inaudible)? How have you seen the competitive landscape of all where kind of customers willingness to buy the IR
level of quality may be versus someone who's lower on the spectrum. I guess some more broader strategy in progress update?
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Answer – Michael W. Lamach: What's an amazing evolution really in the Chinese economy around the 5-year plan over the last, say, 5 years, where clean air and
clean water come at the forefront in China, probably seconded to the EU in California. China is very active around making sure its safety omissions, building codes and
standards and water is clean. We're much China is that will make the decisions stood (inaudible) about its rights, (inaudible) left, everybody's moving the same direction
very, very quickly. 5 years ago, if we're able to talk to a potential governor or mayor about something happening in the city and it was a infrastructure project and our
total cost of ownership would have been lot lower over the lifecycle, but we might not have been low as far as cost. They're probably what the concerned about it, they
did word us to be the deal, where there will be a allegation of corruption or something, right? And that would've been the mind set. Now we do our ribbon-cutting
facilities, where we eliminate CO2 emissions, where we're driving energy intensity down, and it's become a badge of honor. And if you look at our growth in China over
the last, say, 5 years -- last 2 or 3 years, in particularly is one to a -- of a direct model, again, it's outpacing 3, 4, 5 times the growth of GDP in the overall economy. So
you're in the right place with clean unclean water. And you're dealing with the built infrastructure, which you're right, it's about 10 times (inaudible) built in China than in
the U.S. and realize that much of that infrastructure was built 120 years ago probably through an inferior set of codes of standard. It's integrating faster, there is more of
an opportunity for retrofit. There is appetite for energy, efficiency and sustainability. It's a great place the long haul. And in China, we make what we sell in China. So it's
very important to be very competitive in China and we certainly are that.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: And I guess to that end, you've talked certain points in time about the investment spend required to get that. How satisfied
have you been with the payback, the amount that you've had to invest to get out? It sounds like a big opportunity, but what is the other side of that Investment
(inaudible) going?

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: Yes. The way to look at it if you think about sort of 600 kind of product family we have across the company, that some level you're
going to have a 3 to 7-year kind of roadmap for where we see the technology going, where we think this competitive advantage, where we trying to drive, where
regulations are going, where we want to drive regulations, it's kind of help. And through that, we've constantly have these roadmaps that it make good economic sense
in terms of investment. It's actually worked out to about 50 basis points of revenue a year in terms of what we invest back into product and channel. And it's about 50-
50 between product and channel, frankly. So we have run on a good ideas around what to do there at this point in time, I was with our Trane -- patrols people
(inaudible) people in Minneapolis, I guess last week going through some of 3 or 7-year plans and look, this is exciting to me as they were 3 to 7 years earlier, okay? So
lot of run rate here around the technology.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: And then the other market...

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: Remember, if you can squeeze just a couple of sense (inaudible) up or hour ton of (inaudible) or less fuel use in the transfer or fridge
application are, where 99.9% emissions, people are going to listen to you and that's where we're finding.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: Got it. That's helpful. On the residential side, I know there was a kind of an increasing focus on how much more duration
that cycle has obviously kind of post to what it is 2011 or '12 with our '22 we've been on a pretty good run since then, it's hard not to look at to the population model, 15
years ago and say, oh, boy there was a drop that happened shortly after. How do you see that playing out? How you're thinking about maintaining kind of your
appropriate cost base and plans that probably run all out for the past several years that you may have to be more flexible if there is a dynamic.

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: Yes. Yes. And as -- where we're talking about 10% of our business, so let me give you the answer, which is our models which --
because we're in the business, the predictability (inaudible) models are pretty good, right? It's not just a straight or replacement model based on age or some metrics
around that. We do not show a falloff in the shorto and midterm. You probably end up with on a volume basis something in the low single digits in terms of volumes for
the market. And then when you think about sort of all the regulations that come on top of that, you probably end up with something kind of the mid-single digits around
that. But we don't show in any of our models, and as we go back and sort of pressure up those models, they even very accurate over time. So I would say that in terms
of our resiliency planning as a company, last year, whether there was commercial or residential or TK, we were stress testing sort of plus 10% for the plan models. We
have capacity do we have constraints, right? This year, there's more for a wide range of outcomes, which would be downturn sort of pauses, and some businesses like
commercial HVAC and residential, we continue to see strong markets. So the pressure testing, there is very important for us to do, but we're really not seeing anything
here particularly in the commercial HVAC space, it's been going to cause alarm.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: That's helpful. One more from me before I turn it over to room. Obviously, you lot of heavy lifting going on behind the
scenes with the transaction. Any update on how that's progressed? As you've had a chance to spend more time but that is view on stranded costs or kind of degree of
difficulty in standing up (inaudible) carving it out would be helpful.

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: We're bench-pressing a lot of way between ourselves and GDI. If you think about what -- how I'll think about it, number one is we need
to be running the business and that's what we're better to doing. The second thing we have to do is, we have to create a separation. GDIs leading the integration, but;
we've got caused the separation to be effective. The other thing that we're doing is this transformation offers we put in place. When I say transformation, I'm not talking
about going from bad to good. I mean Trane and Thermo King are really good. And we're just saying what's the opportunity to do something that would be exceptional
in terms of the operating model, in terms of how we're running the business and some of the process that support the business. And so rather and seeing the stranded
cost as a problem, I'm seeing the transformation is an opportunity that you wouldn't want to waste. So we're looking at that. And having -- I would say, a whole sort of
vision around what it could be that's in progress. The integration work can go to a point because we're competitors in the marketplace, right? So there's an example,
sharing detailed financial data or having cost comparison between sort of profitability of lines and (inaudible) can't happened. And so the integration is really planning in
that regard. And GDI is running all on that. We're running all in separation. I would say that from a separation perspective, like (inaudible) about curve out financials,
yes, we're on track, we'll get that done. It's our first (inaudible) we did the origin. We've got a lot of the same people, same team, same support down the outside
helping us, got a playbook how to do that, saw that execution and that's where we're at with that.

Question – Joshua Charles Pokrzywinski: Understand. Thanks, Mike. Any questions in the room? Thanks so much for your time. Always a pleasure.

Answer – Michael W. Lamach: Thanks, Josh.

Answer – Susan K. Carter: Thank you, Josh.
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